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Nobody Does It Tougher
Customized to specific needs

OVERVIEW

Amphenol manufactures custom cables for the defense industry and have various contractors in the United 
States. Last year one of their military customers approached Amphenol about being provided with custom-
ized, durable keyboards. One requirement was a custom Arabic language keyboard.

After reviewing several options, Amphenol determined that iKey keyboards were the best choice. Amphe-
nol selected the SLK-880-FSR and the DP-860 due to their customizable, compact and rugged design. The 
primary requirement of the customization was an Arabic overlay that was ordered directly through iKey.

“The learning process was very straightforward for the customer,” said Rachael Wightman of Amphenol. “I’d 
recommend iKey to others due to the quality of the product, length of time, lead times, and good pricing.”

SOLUTION

iKey is known for its customization of any language a customer needs.

Military applications are unique and some of the necessary equipment must be able to endure a harsh 
environment. iKey can provide that solution and create a successful work setting.
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Challenge
An industrial keyboard with an 
Arabic overlay.

Solution
iKey keyboards can be quickly 
customized to specific needs.

Results
Easy to use for employees and 
easy to integrate into various 
applications.
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“The customer lead us to iKey and we were provided with top quality customer service and products,” said 
Rachael Wightwan of Amphenol. “They showed interest and enthusiam during the entire process.”

theresultscontinued

About iKey, Ltd.: iKey globally designs and manufactures rugged, sealed keyboards, displays and pointing devices for industrial, public safety, 
medical and military applications. iKey is known as an innovator of customized industrial keyboards and computer accessories. Solving complex 
unique mobile and industrial data input needs for 25 years. iKey is the leader in the rugged keyboard industry, used in 88 countries and sold 
worldwide. For more information, visit www.ikey.com.

SLK-880-FSR

DP-860

The SLK-880-FSR exceeds NEMA 4X requirements 
and is fully submersible, meeting IP68 specifica-
tions. This keyboard also features adjustable green 
backlighting and is also available in a night vision 
(NVIS) compatible configuration. Another feature is 
an integrated Force Sensing Resistor pointing de-
vice that offers improved sensitivity and increased 
durability. The SLK-880-FSR hs cable strain relief 
that exceeds 25 pound pull limits and resists drops 
up to two meters onto concrete.

The second keyboard requested was a DP-860. 
This compact keyboard is built for versatility and 
convenience. It is constructed with a sealed, in-
dustrial silicone keyboard and is also designed to 
meet NEMA 4X specifications. Additional features 
for this keyboard are built-in mounting holes and a 
lightweight polycarbonate case. The DP-860 is ide-
al for mobile applications and space saving areas. 
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